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A Little Bit of History

In order to understand the project I was working on it is very necessary to
understand more about physics. To begin, I will discuss a little about gravity.

Everyone knows the story of the apple falling out of the tree and landing on
Isaac Newton’s head. This spurred him to come up with the idea of gravity.
Newton believed that this gravitational force was a consequence of mass. He
thought that the more mass something had, the more ”attractive” it was. Based
on his theory he came up with three fundamental laws that still hold true today.

1. Every object in a state of uniform motion tends to remain in that state of
motion unless an external force is applied to it.

2. The relationship between an object’s mass m, its acceleration a, and the
applied force F is F = ma. Acceleration and force are vectors; in this law
the direction of the force vector is the same as the direction of the acceleration
vector.

3. For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.

Newton also came up with a very important equation to explain the force of
gravity: F = GMm

r2 . In this case G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass
of the first object, m is the mass of the second object, and r is the distance
between the objects. This explains how two massive bodies attract each other.

Newton’s laws have worked very well in the past, but a fellow named Albert
Einstein didn’t think Newton’s ideas about gravity were right. So Einstein
published his theories of General Relativity and Special Relativity. Einsteins
view on gravity turned out to be much different. He introduced the fouth
demension which is considered to be time. He then stated that space and
time are linked together. This ”space-time” is considered to be the fabric of our
universe. How does this relate to gravity? Well instead of mass being attractive,
Einstein claimed that matter warps space-time and this warping is what causes
gravity to occur. It is important to note that Newton’s laws still seem to be
correct and his law of gravitational forced is still used today in calculations.

Quantum Physics: The Physics of the small

During Einstein’s time, his theories on Special and General Relativity were way
ahead of his time. He didn’t recieve the Nobel Prize for these theories because
of the fact that they were so advanced; no one believed he was right. Even
though these theories were proven to be right, they don’t work in every single
case. They seem to no work at all when it comes to small particles. This is
because gravity is so weak it does not affect protons, neutron, or electrons. For
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these types of particles, a new type of physics is needed.

Quantum Mechanics, which is based off of three new forces, was established
to explain how things worked in the particle world. Instead of gravity, these
particles must obey the weak nuclear force, the strong nuclear force, and the
electromagnetic force which is by far the most powerful of all the four forces.
Where we can thank gravity for keeping us on the Earth we can thank the
electromagnetic force for keeping us from shooting straight into Earth’s core.

There are many different and interesting consequences that come from Quantum
Mechanics. The first concept I would like to introduce is Wave-Particle Duality.
What this principle states is particle can be expressed as waves and waves can
be expressed as particles. The wavelength of a particle can be expressed by
using the de Broglie wavelength equation λ = p

h , where p is the momentum of
the particle and h is Planck’s constant.

The second principle I would like to discuss is the Heisenburg Uncertainty Prin-
ciple. This principle is derived from the Schrodinger equation which is a wave
function that shows the liklihood that a particle will be at a specific location at
any given time. The derivation from the Schrodinger equation is ∆x∆p = πh.
This simply states that the better we know the location of a particle, for exam-
ple and electron, the less we know about the particles momentum. The opposite
is also true, where as if we know the momentum very well we don’t know where
the particle is located.

There are a lot of interesting things that take place because of these new laws.
One of the more interesting things is a electron can actually be in two places at
once. This is a well known property in quantum physics and physicists really
don’t know why this happens. Some theories state that it’s because electrons
can tunnel through space-time. One of the more recent theories to why this
is possible is because electrons have so little mass that gravity does not affect
them and that gravity is what prevents this type of thing from occuring. Gravity
seems to act as sort of a restricting force as well as being an attractive force.
This would be why humans would be incapable of something like this.

GUT’s: The Goal of Theoretical Physics

As indicated previously, Special Relativity and Quantum physics are very dif-
ferent from each other. The laws of Quantum Physics don’t affect the motion
of the planets or anything that we can observe with our eyes. Similarly, grav-
ity has absoultely no effect on atoms or subatomic particles. It would appear
there are two entirely different worlds with entirley different laws which must
be obeyed. However, appearences can be decieving. Many physicits around the
world believe that when the universe started, all of these forces interacted with
each other; they were in balance. It wasn’t until after the big bang that they
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split apart and began to work in their own worlds. Because of this many people
believe there is a way to unify these forces to come up with a Grand Unified
Theory, or GUT. These GUT’s would unify the for forces and be able to explain
how everything in the universe works. This has been the goal of theoretical
physics for a long time.

One of the newest and most accept GUT is string theory. Back in ancient
times, people believe in 4 elements: wind, fire, water, and earth. The one day
someone discovered the atom. All of a suddent the atom became the smallest
type of particle there was. We ”new” nothing was smaller than the atom. Then
one day someone discovered the proton, neutron, and electron. These particles
that the atom was composed of were suddenly the most fundamental particles.
Once again, this was proven wrong. Physicists discovered there were particles
that made up protons and neutrons and particles which bound them together. It
seems like the more we looked into it, the more complex quantum world became.
Would there ever be an end to this seemingly infinite sea of particles? Well
according to string theory there is. The people who came up with this theory
suggested that the ultimate fundemental particle was not really a particle at all.
It was a one dimensional vibrating string of energy. All matter in the universe
would be comprised of these strings and the characteristics of quarks and other
subatomic particles were determined by the way these strings vibrate. This was
a very unique idea and showed a lot of promise but after a while a problem
arose. The purpose of a grand unified theory is to unify the four major forces
in a unique way. Well it turns out that string theory, while unifying the four
forces, wasn’t that unique at all. There happen to be many different versions
of string theory all claiming to be correct. Because of this, string theory began
to lose many of its supporters. There are still many physicists who claim it’s
correct, but this shiney new theory has lost most of its glitter.

Another one of the more popular GUT is M-Theory. This theory evolved some-
time after string theory and is based largely off of what string theory says.
M-Theory, also known as Membrane Theory, attempts to unify the different
version of string theory. In string theory, there are ten different spacial dimen-
sions. Most of us can’t wrap our heads around because we can only see the three
dimensional world that we live in (even though it’s really four when considering
time). This is because the extra dimensions are at the mircoscopic level. They
are so small we can’t see them. Because there are so many different versions of
string theory, physicists decided to unify them with M-Theory. This was accom-
plished by adding an eleventh dimension to the theory. The different version of
sting theory then became special cases of M-Theory which would explain why
they weren’t all that unique. Some of the predictions of M-Theory are very
interesting. It claims our universe exists on something like a membrane, and
that there are many if not infinite other parallel universes which exist on other
membranes. It is theorized that if two of these membranes were to collide with
each other they might produce a ”big bang” which in turn would produce a new
universe. M-Theory, because of its uniqueness, is still the most popular of the
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grand unified theories.

Loop Quantum Gravity

Even though M-Theory is still the most widely known GUT, it doesn’t mean
that it’s the best. There is a new theory that is gaining strength called Loop
Quantum Gravity, also known as LQG. Loop Quantum Gravity, like all the
other GUT’s, attempts to unify the four major forces in one elegant and unique
idea.

Some of the ideas this theory states is that both time and space are discrete, no
continuous. This violates everything physicists have previously thought about
the universe. The idea that space can not be any smaller than a certain length
is so wrong it must be right. This finite length I speak of is called the Planck
length and is 10−35 meters. Although most people would look at a number that
small and consider it to be zero, that doesn’t change the fact that it isn’t zero.
Even though it is hard to wrap your mind around a concept like this, trying
to imagine time as discrete is even more difficult. The ”minimum” amount of
time the universe allows, which is known as Planck time, is 10−43 seconds. It
helps to think of time as a movie that is played on an old fashion film. The
movie is just a series of pictures but when it’s played it looks like a movie. Life
apparently works the same way. We are all just images on a film.

Some of the consequences that come from this discretness are quite interesting.
Black holes have been thought to have an infinite mass because it was previously
believed that in the center of a black hole was a singularity, a point in which all
the mass of the black hole was contained. A point does not have any volume,
so if any mass were located in this point the density could be considered infinite
which is why gravity would be so strong. But because Loop Quantum Gravity
says there is a smallest amount of space, these singularities must no exist in the
way we thought they had in the past. To account for this difference, LQG states
there is only a certain density allowable in space. Once this critical density is
reached, gravity changes from an attractive force to a repulsive force. It is
best to think about matter as water and space like a sponge. A sponge can
only absorb so much water. Once the sponge becomes completely saturated it
repels water.What would happen when this moment occurs is still unknown. It
is possible the black hole could perform some kind of supernova-like explosion.
Another possibility is it could tear the fabric of spacetime and perhaps create
a new universe with the matter that was originally contained within the black
hole.

Another interesting consequence of no singularity is that we may not know the
real age of our universe. At this point it is estimated the universe is approxi-
mately 13.6 billion years old. At some point around the beginning there was a
big bang and the universe was created from what was thought to be a singular-
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ity. If this singularity were to exist, it would mean we would be unable to trace
back further than the big bang. Since LQG says there are no singularites, this
may no longer be true. Some of the current theories about this problem say the
universe could be something that keeps occurring periodically. Eventually our
universe will begin to retract and all the matter will begin to condense down
into a smaller and small amount of space until it reaches that critical density
discussed before. Once this happens, gravity will become repulsive and force
the universe to expand again. It is in this way the universe will keep repeating
itself, although it might not always happen the same way. It is possible for
it to undergo something known as data loss where the values for some of the
cosmological constants differ. It would be possible for stars and planets never
to form, nevermind life.

Potential Changes

Getting back to Newton for a bit, we discussed his equation for the force of
gravity acting on two bodies.

F = GMm
r2

This equation is very important when trying to figure out the force of gravity
acting on planets orbiting a star or something else along those lines. Using
this equation Newton developed, an equation can be derived for gravitational
potential.

V = −GM
r

To understand what gravitational potential is it is best to think about it
as an electic field. All charged particles have electric field lines. These lines
measure the electric potential. It is in this way one must think about gravity.
A gravitational field is a scaler field showing how attractive the object is at a
specific distance. The following image should be helpful when picturing this.
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So why is gravitational potential so important? Well, for a very long time
physicists have been coming up with GUT’s. It just so happens even if everyone
could agree on one of these theories, there is no real way to test them to see if
they are right or wrong. That’s where LQG seems to be very unique. There
is a new equation for gravitational potential that has been derived from the
theories on quantum gravity. The difference between the old equation and the
new equation are quite drastic.

V = −m
r (P − 1)2 − 4m2

r2 P (P 2 − P + 1)− 4m3

r3 (P − 1)2P 2 + (8m4P 4 − a2

138π2 ) 1
r4

In this equation, m is the mass of the object being discussed, r is the radius,
and P is a constant known as the Planck length. This is how the gravitational
potential differs from the classic theory to the theory of Loop Quantum Gravity.
So how does this relate to the testability of this theory? Well gravitational
potential isnt really an observable characteristic but through the equation of
gravitational potential it is possible to derive an equation that could show how
the radius of and orbiting object changes with respect to time. All one would
need to do is compare the two different equations mathematically to see how
they differ. After that it would only take an observation to confirm which one of
the theories is more accurate than the other. If the LQG equation were to show
more accuracy it would go a long way in providing credibility to this theory,
something which none of the other GUT’s have.

My Project

This brings me to my project. The first part of it consisted of me testing out the
differences between the two gavitational potential equations. I wrote a program
in C to compare them and see if they were different from each other. This was
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also very useful in brushing up on my C programming skills. I had a bit of
trouble starting off because I didn’t remember much of the language. This part
of the project took far longer than it should of which was unfortunate because
it was the least interesting part of what I was doing. The constant P in the new
equation was changed significantly to show there was a difference. Most of the
technology I had at my disposal wouldn’t read 10−35 correctly. It would have
taken it to be zero which would have produced no results. So we exagerrated
this number to be 10−6 instead. I compared the values of several diffent things
to see how the equation changed the values for potential. These results can be
seen in the table below.

Tennis Ball Earth Sun Red Giant Black hole
Mass(kg) 0.057 5.97x1024 1.99x1030 1.99x1031 1.99x1033

Radius(km) 5.63x10−5 6378 6.96x105 1.39x108 7000
Old Pot 6.70x10−10 6.25x108 1.91x1013 9.53x1011 1.90x1018

New Pot 6.70x10−10 6.34x108 ininite infinite infinite

You might find it interesting that the last three values for the new potential
were ininite. All though this may seem useless it is very much the opposite.
What this says is that the potential doesnt change very much when looking at
objects with very low masses. Had we used the original value for P we might
not have noticed a difference at all. At least this was a way to verify there was
a change and the code was working properly.

After this step was completed I began the next part of the process, deriving the
equation for radius with respect to time. This is where I hit a dead end. The
integration that is necessary requires the Runge-Kutta 4 method. I was very
unfamiliar with this type of mathematics so it took me a while to understand it.
Even though I understood it after a while I still did not figure out how to code
it properly. The program I was supposed to be writing was going to integrate
the equation for me, take in the input data, and return a result for me. The
original goal was to test the equation term by term to see how each of them
affected the new values. Sadly, I couldn’t get this program to run.

What’s Next

So now the semester has finally come to an end. Where does this leave my
research? Well sadly I have no room in my schedule to continue on with CSUMS,
but I will continue on with this project with my advisor. I have been talking to
one of the physics faculty members and and told me there are packages I can
find that already have this method coded. Once this program is written we will
try to find a way to test it on the real value for P . The hope is that this will
lead to some kind of observable difference in the orbit of an object, such as a
star, around a massive object, such as a black hole.
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